THE BMW 4 SERIES.
ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
ENTER A WORLD OF ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.
A COMPELLING FIRST IMPRESSION.

The new BMW Z4 has an irresistible appeal. Whether it’s the BMW 4 Series Convertible or the BMW 4 Series Coupé, its commanding presence is established the very second it appears. Is it the intoxicating promise of freedom? Is it the powerfully characterful design with its dynamically stretched bonnet? Or could it be the broad, athletic stance? The decision is yours.

It is also your decision when it comes to giving the BMW 4 Series even more expressive, individual character. Original BMW Accessories for the BMW 4 Series offer you a fascinating world of aesthetically compelling design and maximum functionality – whether it’s for the exterior or the interior, for communication and information or transport and luggage. Give your BMW 4 Series a truly unique look – for a first impression that lasts.

The new BMW 4 Series Convertible or the BMW 4 Series Coupé, its commanding presence is established the very second it appears. Is it the intoxicating promise of freedom? Is it the powerfully characterful design with its dynamically stretched bonnet? Or could it be the broad, athletic stance? The decision is yours. It is also your decision when it comes to giving the BMW 4 Series even more expressive, individual character. Original BMW Accessories for the BMW 4 Series offer you a fascinating world of aesthetically compelling design and maximum functionality – whether it’s for the exterior or the interior, for communication and information or transport and luggage. Give your BMW 4 Series a truly unique look – for a first impression that lasts.
ELEGANCE AND ATHLETICISM IN PERFECT UNITY.

ORIGINAL BMW EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

1. 20” M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke 649M in Bicolour matt Black, forged and milled.
2. 20” light alloy wheels Cross-spoke 404 in Bicolour Dazzle Grey and high-gloss turned.
3. 20” light alloy wheels Double-spoke 361 in Bicolour Ferric Grey and high-gloss turned.
4. 20” M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke 649M, forged and polished.
5. 19” light alloy wheels Double-spoke 650M in Bicolour Ferric Grey and high-gloss turned.
6. 20” M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke 650M, forged in Bicolour Orbit Grey and high-gloss turned (see p. 3).
7. Exterior mirror for trailer towing (not pictured).
8. Car cover Future.

The silver brake clip adds a touch of refinement to the brake caliper and emphasises the sporty elegance of your BMW 4 Series. Vibration-free thanks to special bracket.

Recommended tyres

When buying new tyres, we recommend that you choose those marked with the five-pointed star on the sidewalls. Extensively tested by BMW and tailored to your BMW model, they ensure an unforgettable driving experience. Your BMW Service partner will be happy to advise you.

Further information on all wheel and tyre combinations can be found in the Accessories section of the BMW website.

ELEGANCE AND ATHLETICISM IN PERFECT UNITY.

ORIGINAL BMW EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.
Floor mats
Rounds off the exclusive interior of the BMW 4 Series in style. A stylish centrepiece in leather, tailor-made for the new BMW 4 Series.

Handbrake handle, Luxury
A stylish centrepiece in leather, tailor-made for the new BMW 4 Series.

1-3 floor mats
A practical choice, dirt-resistant and available in other materials. All-weather floor mats in black (or as well as other versions). Textile floor mats: Luxury version in deep matt black with BMW lettering on the metal insert (as well as other versions). Floor mats, velour Available in Anthracite (or black), grey, beige or Truffle Brown.

4 Auxiliary heating
For extra interior comfort before you start your vehicle's journey. The pre-heated cooling circuit also means that the engine is protected during start up and fuel consumption is reduced. The system is operated either through the TPI or TUI remote control. The TUI, along with its general TeleServices feature, has now integrated Time Management system. Simply enter your departure time, set the comfort level on the display and the system calculates the optimum, energy-saving pre-heating time according to the car's interior temperature. For the utmost convenience, Thermo Call allows active adjustment of the temperature settings by phone or SMS, regardless of range. The matching BMW Thermo Call app makes the feature even easier to control.

5 Travel & Comfort system
This modular system is designed around a base attachment for the headrest bars. A coat-hanger, folding table, universal hook or Apple iPad holder (see p. 47) can then be fitted. The coat-hanger allows clothes to be transported without creasing. It can also be detached from the mounting and used to carry clothes outside the vehicle. The folding table gives passengers in the rear a convenient surface to put things on and lift and height adjustable. It also includes a foldout cupholder with a stylish chrome-look ring. The universal hook offers a convenient place to hang light shopping bags, suit hangers and the like. The Travel & Comfort system is finished in matt black with silver highlights and goes perfectly with the interior of your BMW 4 Series Coupé.

6 LED torch, rechargeable
This handy light is characterised by puristic design and powerful technology. A powerful 3mm high-power diode provides excellent brightness of 10 lux. Rechargeable via a 12-volt power outlet.

Original BMW Accessories wins international design award.

The Red Dot Award is known for being one of the world’s most sought-after design awards and a guarantee of outstanding design. Since 1995, the Red Dot Award has beenawarded for outstanding design. The BMW 4 series floor mats were among the winners in 2013.
to the rear of the driver’s or passenger’s seat. In a high quality combination of genuine leather and finely structured fabric. Also available in other combinations for the Sport and Modern versions as well as black for the BMW 4 Series Coupé.

3 Travel Set
The sporty and elegant Travel Set comprises a four-wheel hard-shell trolley case and a water-repellent fabric bag. Along with general purposes, the high quality set can be used as hand baggage on aircraft. Specially developed for the BMW 4 Series Convertible, the set can be stacked or placed individually and securely in the seatwell area. When stacked, there is comfortable room for a third passenger and some interior storage compartments remain accessible.

4 + 5 Glasses and CD/DVD holder
Take two handsets, two keys, easily attach to the sunshade and it’s done. CDs or DVDs can be stored conveniently in a pair of glasses on the outside.

6 Key case, Luxury
Attractive fine leather case for your BMW 4 Series keys. Also available in other Line colours.

7 + 8 BMW child seats
The new BMW child seats, available in black/Anthracite or black/blue, are particularly safe and comfortable and feature integrated airpads that protect the head in a side impact. They are also pleasantly soft in daily use.

Group 1 BMW Baby Seat with ISOFIX (picture)
This ideal seat is suitable from 0 to 12 months (approx. 3 to 15 kg). It consists of a seat shell with a four-point belt system, integrated airpads and an ISOFIX base, which can also be used for the Baby Seat and the Junior Set 1. The seat shell, together with the ISOFIX base, can be attached to the vehicle. Children are at their safest when the seat is rear-facing, although forward-facing attachment is possible. Magnetic clips, the comfortable five-point belt system and one-handed height adjustment all make it easy to buckle up.

Group 1 BMW Junior Seat with ISOFIX (picture)
The Group 1 Junior Seat is ideal for children from 0 months to 3.5 years (approx. 3 to 15 kg). It consists of a seat shell with a four-point belt system, integrated airpads and an ISOFIX base, which can also be used for the Baby Seat and the Junior Set 1. The seat shell, together with the ISOFIX base, can be attached to the vehicle. Children are at their safest when the seat is rear-facing, although forward-facing attachment is possible. Magnetic clips, the comfortable five-point belt system and one-handed height adjustment all make it easy to buckle up.

Group 2 BMW Junior Seat (picture)
Safe and secure driving pleasure for children from about three (0-18 kg) or five (9-18 kg) months, in particular to integrate properly. This backwards angle fits the seat perfectly and the seat attaches to the vehicle via the three-point belt. It can also be connected to the ISOFIX anchor points and features convenient one-handed operation. Additionally, patented height and width adjustment allows the scale of this model expand over time, exactly as required. A patented backrest folding function allow easy carriage outside of the vehicle, e.g. when travelling.
SIGHT AND SOUND IN STYLISH FORM.

ORIGINAL BMW COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION ACCESSORIES.

1+2 BMW holder for Apple iPad

Even passengers can simply snap in an Apple iPad to the line-of-sight of the Travel & Comfort system (see page 7) for ease of use. Adjustable for height and angle, the holder can also be placed in provided stand and used outside the vehicle.

3 BMW Car Hotspot LTE

The mobile entertainment starts as soon as you get on board the new BMW 4 Series – and if there have been updates, the holder can also be used outside the vehicle. The BMW Car Hotspot LTE is the ideal partner for the Apple iPad holder – and the perfect companion at home or abroad.

4 Tablet DVD system

Two portable seven-inch monitors for mounting on the headrests. The DVD player, integrated into one of the monitors, plays video DVDs plus photo and audio CDs (including MP3 format). Pictures and music from USB sticks and memory cards can also be viewed/played. Perfect sound is delivered by infrared stereo headphones specially developed for the system. They offer individual volume control, excellent sound imaging and high comfort. Also available as a single tablet DVD system with only one portable screen featuring an integrated DVD player.

5 Snap-in adapter

Docking system for current mobile phones from Apple, Nokia, Samsung and Blackberry®. In conjunction with the mobile phone prepaired with Bluetooth interface, the adapter charges the phone while optimum network reception is ensured by the vehicle’s external aerial. Depending on vehicle equipment and the mobile phone being used in the snap-in adapter, music files stored on the phone can be played and album covers are shown on the Control Display. BMW apps can also be used. Information on Bluetooth compatibility for your vehicle can be found at www.bmw.com/bluetooth.

6 Adapter for multimedia connectivity

Allows you to connect Apple iPods/iPhones, MP3 players or smartphones from other brands to the audio system. Includes charging function and the display of titles and playlists. Operation is easy either via the multifunction steering wheel, the iDrive Controller or the radio.

Digital roadmaps (not pictured)

Up to 10 per cent of the road network changes every year, but with the latest digital roadmaps you are always in the picture. Depending on country version, they offer congestion warnings and RDS/TMC (Traffic Message Channel) functions. Model-dependent annual updates, including certificates, are available via DVD or USB stick.
WHERE FUNCTIONALITY EQUALS FREEDOM.

ORIGINAL BMW TRANSPORTATION & LUGGAGE ACCESSORIES.

1. Trailer tow hitch with fully electric swivelling tow bar
   For high trailer loads of up to 1,800 kg, with a tow bar download of up to 750 kg. With trailer stability control. When the tow bar pivots to the side, the tow hitch is not visible. Version with a removable coupling ball also available.
   1+2 Bicycles-ike holder for trailer tow hitch
   For transporting up to two bicycles or e-bikes. An extension set for a third bike is available. The holder can be fully folded down to allow tailgate access and can be folded and locked when not in use. Most bikes are even provided in the BMW 4 Series Convertible when the roof is down.

2. Roof boxes
   Easy loading and unloading thanks to an innovative system that opens from both sides. Highly secure thanks to integrated triple central locking. Available with a 400-litre (5) or 500-litre capacity in silver, black, white or titanium. A 350-litre silver version is also available.

3. Racing cycle holder, lockable
   Suitable for bicycles with quick-release levers on the front wheel. A holder for securing the front wheel to the base support system is also available.
   3+7 BMW base support system, lockable
   Maximum permissible roof load: 75 kg. With support bars in high-strength aluminium tubing, the BMW base support system is equipped with an anti-shock feature and complies with the most stringent safety requirements.

4. BMW roof boxes
   Easy loading and unloading thanks to an innovative system that opens from both sides. Highly secure thanks to integrated triple central locking. Available with a 400-litre (5), or 500-litre capacity in silver, black, white or titanium. A 350-litre silver version is also available.

5. Ski and snowboard holder, lockable
   Suitable for carrying up to two snowboards and two pairs of skis, or up to six pairs of skis. Poles can also be carried.
   Ski and snowboard holder
   Surfboard holder
   With board supports made of impact resistant plastic, a built-in mast carrier, strap eyelets and tensioning straps.
This impressive non-slip mat in hard-wearing plastic fits perfectly and lies completely flat. It also features storage pouches left and right for smaller items such as gloves. Also available as a Sport version or in black.

Unlike other similar products, this allows up to four pairs of skis or three snowboards to be transported securely and cleanly. It attaches to the front lashing eyes in the luggage compartment, is easily to detach and also has two wheels so the bag can be pulled with ease outside the vehicle. Tested according to high BMW quality and safety standards.

A beautifully designed ski boot bag that can also hold ski goggles and a helmet. Easy to carry, it can be used outside the vehicle and features attractive handles and a useful shoulder strap. Available in black,silver.

The non-slip folding box can be folded up when not in use to save space. With BMW lettering and a beige trim (pic 3). Also available as a Sport version and in black to match the standard equipment.

BMWW NATURAL AIR INTERIOR FRAGRANCES.

An atmosphere of pure well-being. BMW Natural Air products are the most convenient way to create a welcoming interior atmosphere. Fragrance sticks can be placed in a special holder that attaches quickly and securely to any BMW ventilation grille. The sticks are interchangeable and the intensity of their scent can be adjusted by hand. The BMW Natural Air fragrance tick is either Purifying Green Tea, Energising Tonic or Balancing Amber. And there’s no chance of any leakage because the sticks contain no fluid.

Create an atmosphere of well being and an even more enjoyable ambience – with scents extracted from essential natural oils and made exclusively for BMW.

PREMIUM CARE WITH ORIGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS.

Sparkling paintwork, immaculate leather, a highly polished look. With Original BMW Care products, you can give your BMW some very special treatment. Perfectly designed for high-quality materials, they provide gentle care and strong protection. And whether it’s for the interior or the exterior, the wheel rims or the windscreen, you will always find the right solution for any task.

AN ATMOSPHERE OF PURE WELL-BEING.
The excellence of BMW cars is matched only by the quality of BMW Service. When you visit your BMW Service Centre, you can expect expert professional advice from highly trained staff using the very latest in diagnostic technology. And the global BMW Service network means help is always at hand, wherever you are in the world – for the unlimited joy of driving.

For more information on what is available from BMW Service, please contact your BMW Service Centre, or visit www.bmw.com/service.
Your BMW Service Centre will be happy to advise.